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Technological development 
at the service of our customers 

At Andbank we work to bring the latest 

technology within your reach.

 

For this reason, we have developed our App, which 

allows us to offer you all the functions you need 

to operate, wherever you are, without having to 

move around, in a simple and agile environment, 

and most importantly, with the utmost 

confidentiality and security.
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The technology 
that takes
us further 

to keep 
us closer.

Enter
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Fingerprint recognition
Only you will be able to access the Andbank 

Wealth app, thanks to fingerprint 

and facial recognition.

Per activar l’app, una vegada descarregada, haurà 

de contactar amb el seu gestor -només una única 

vegada-, que l’indicarà quatre passos ben 

senzills per fer-la operativa.
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Global position
The account overview provides quick access to 

your positions with the valuation, performance 

and location of accounts and investments.

 

View your consolidated global position and 

access your portfolio online, with detailed 

information on valuation and returns.
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Transfers
You will be able to make transfers between 

your Andbank accounts and other entities and 

consult their status, with maximum security.

Cards
Follow and control all the operations made 

with any of your cards, you can block or 

unblock them if it is convenient.
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Purchase and sale of securities
Andbank Wealth will make it easier for you to 

start investing online. The app provides you 

with a global vision of the markets’ quotation 

so that you can choose securities, select the 

companies you want to trade with and see 

the evolution of your investment.
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Buying and selling funds
With the app you can access the best  

investment funds in the market  with a simple 

click  and make trading operations.

Markets
The market section gives you access to the 

investment universe, thanks to real-time 

monitoring of international indexes and share prices 

and ETFs, following the trends in securities.
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News and updates
You can directly access the latest, most 

relevant news and updates, as well as our 

experts’ selection of products.

Your online banker
You can communicate with your Private 

Banker securely and confidentially via the app 

chat, benefitting from the total freedom of 

your mobile device, wherever and 

whenever you choose.
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Document management
View and sign online the contracts and 

documents generated by your transactions, 

conveniently, without going to the office.



www.andbank.com


